Abstract-Recent deployment of IP based multimedia distribution, especially broadcast TV distribution has increased the importance of simple and fast restoration during IP network failures for service providers. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a simple but efficient method for fast rerouting of IP multicast traffic during link failures in managed IPTV networks. More specifically, we devise an algorithm for tuning IP link weights so that the multicast routing path and the unicast routing path between any two routers are failure disjoint, allowing us to use unicast IP encapsulation for undelivered multicast packets during link failures. We demonstrate that, our method can be realized with minor modification to the current multicast routing protocol (PIM-SM). We run our prototype implementation in Emulab which shows our method yields to good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Service providers are increasingly using IP-based networks to distribute real-time multimedia services [1]- [4] . However, unlike traditional cable-based broadcast infrastructures that provide broadcast analog-based video (e.g., TV), using an IP network for real-time broadcast video distribution imposes stringent requirements for fast restoration upon a failure. Broadcast TV distribution over an IP network is characterized by high bandwidth requirement, with tight latency and loss constraints even under failures. The network should be able to restore service rapidly and achieve very high availability [4] .
Due to the high bandwidth requirements of broadcast TV distribution, e.g., multiple Gbps for hundreds of TV programs, it is desirable to employ IP-based multicast to distribute TV contents for the efficient use of network capacity. The restoration mechanisms currently adopted in IP networks use either protocol re-convergence or some form of fast reroute. However, protocol re-convergence is too slow for real-time multimedia distribution for several reasons: 1) high level compression means loosing few packets can result in visible artifacts; 2) high bandwidth flow means a short time interruption can result in a high packet loss rate. Fast reroute has its own drawbacks too: 1) IP multicast traffic may overlap during failures, i.e., the same multicast traffic may pass through the same link along the same direction two or more times. This may result in either congestion or a need for providing redundant link capacity. 2) current solutions for IP fast reroute [5] - [9] or MPLS (multi-protocol label switching) fast reroute [10] , [11] would require additional pre-calculated routing tables or backup paths, static router configuration or a signaling protocol to create the fast reroute tunnel explicitly in advance, which would increase router configuration and network operation complexity.
Using IP-based Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [12] - [14] with sparse mode to distribute the content from the source to the various distribution points on the IP backbone allows the IP infrastructure to be cost-competitive comparing with the more mature cable broadcast infrastructure. In this paper, we envisage an IP backbone for distribution of realtime multimedia content. To provide high quality of service in the IP backbone, this paper proposes a simple and efficient restoration solution that relies on unicast IP encapsulation for undelivered multicast packets during failures. We also present an algorithm for link weight setting that avoids traffic overlaps due to any single link failure under this restoration method.
The intuition of our work is as follows: Given any 2-connected IP network topology (i.e., there are two disjoint routes between every pair of the nodes in the network), one can tune the IP link weights such that the multicast routing path and the unicast routing path between any two routers are failure disjoint, provided that the unicast routing is shortest path based and the multicast routing is PIM-based. Although there are many forms of IP-based multimedia networks, in this paper, we only consider service provider managed IP network to distribute broadcast TV programs. Especially we are targeting at dedicated multicast enabled IP networks with high capacity links for IPTV services. For example for a network with OC-48 links can support 150 high definition TV channels with 10 Mbps, this would lead to a utilization of 60% on each involved link. When there is a traffic overlap, which means that a data stream traverses the same link in the same direction for two or more times, the desired HDTV service cannot be supported since the aggregated traffic demand would exceed the link bandwidth in this case. The effect would be heavy congestion on the link, represented by high packet losses and disruptions of the TV streams.
We implement our proposed multicast fast rerouting method using unicast IP encapsulation in the open source XORP router [15] platform, and demonstrate that it can be implemented with minor modifications to existing PIM-SM implementation. Through our extensive performance evaluation of the implementation in the network emulation testbed Emulab [16] , we show this method achieves very low packet losses during PIM convergence period, which is desired for IPTV service.
II. RELATED WORK
Most of research on the emerging multimedia IP networks focuses on architecture design [3] , [17] , protocol design and selection, multimedia stream coding/decoding techniques [18] , as well as potential new applications of multicast [10] . Little work has been done on how to handle failures on multicastenabled multimedia backbone design. A multimedia distribution service has its special requirements, such as realtime delivery, high service availability, and high bandwidth. A service provider would require an IP network carrying multimedia services to guarantee the same or better Quality of Service (QoS) than more mature broadcast multimedia services.
The IETF has standardized several IP multicast protocols, including PIM-DM [12] , PIM-SM [13] , and PIM-SSM [14] , as well as reliable IP multicast [11] . To improve IP multicast performance, many models and techniques have been proposed including the overlay model [19] and MPLS P2MP [20] , resource reservation protocol admission control to avoid congestion [21] , and priority queuing or fair queuing for guaranteeing QoS. These solutions have to be adapted for use in a carrier's multimedia IP distribution services. Network restoration has also been an active research area for a few decades. As video services migrate to IP based environments, IP network restoration emerges as a vital issue. Although simulations show that large IP networks may achieve sub-second IGP protocol convergence by tuning the routing protocol's timers [22] , service providers have not adopted such schemes due to concerns regarding network stability. Other schemes like failure insensitive routing [23] only apply to unicast routing and are not suitable for multicast routing. Another approach for network restoration is link based fast reroute (such as MPLS fast reroute [24] , [25] ). An overview for IGP protocol convergence issues and link based fast rerouting issues can be found in [26] . Here we focus on IP fast reroute approaches.
Recently various IP Fast Reroute (IPFRR) approaches [5] - [9] have been proposed. There are different implementation techniques for IPFRR: e.g., in [5] the routers maintain alternative backup configurations additional to the routing table. In case of a failure one of the alternative backup configurations is used and the chosen configuration is marked by an identifier, so that other routers know which configuration to use. In [6] , [7] every interface maintains its own routing table. Regularly a router expects packets on a specific interface, if packets arrive at an unusual interface, the router can assume a failure has occurred. The routing table of the interface is used and the packets are routed on an alternative path. The FRR approach [9] uses loop-free alternative (LFA) paths which are constructed based on link weight properties. In [8] fast rerouting is done by letting the router to tunnel traffic via other nodes (as long as the known failure nodes can be avoided) to a next node on the downstream path which is known to be functional. However, except [8] mentions that multicast restoration will be specified in detail in a new draft version, nearly all existing IPFRR proposals focus on unicast restoration only. In order for these IPFRR approaches to restore from a failure, the router needs to pre-compute backup routing tables or paths and to use them during IGP routing and PIM protocol re-convergence.
III. IP ENCAPSULATION RESTORATION AND LINK WEIGHT SETTING ALGORITHM
To address issues discussed in Section II, we propose a new solution to fast rerouting for multicast restoration in managed IPTV networks. It comprises two key components, namely an IP encapsulation restoration method, and an IP link weight setting algorithm. The former component relies on the latter to avoid traffic overlap and create dynamic backup paths automatically without extra inference. This section presents the former, i.e., IP unicast encapsulation method for multicast restoration. The basic idea is to use IP encapsulation for undelivered multicast packets upon failure and send out via unicast to next hop router.
More specifically, when PIM builds its multicast tree, each router not only builds its outgoing interfaces, but also records the next hop router of each outgoing interfaces. When a router detects a failure related to one outgoing interface, the received multicast packets cannot be forwarded to the failed outgoing interface instead will be IP encapsulated with destination to the next hop router of the failure related outgoing interface, and send out via unicast until the outgoing interface is timed out or the unicast encapsulation is not needed anymore. Since the unicast packet has to be routed along a disjoint path from the failed outgoing interface using the current unicast routing table, the router has to use the loopback address of the next hop router as the destination address of the unicast packet which encapsulates the mutlicast packet. This loopback address can be distributed to its neighbor routers inside PIM-Hello messages, which are periodically exchanged between the neighboring routers. Upon receiving a unicast packet which includes a mutlicast packet, the next hop router would de-capsulate and forward it to the downstream nodes along the original multicast tree. As long as the unicast path and the multicast path to the next router are failure disjoint, such a simple IP encapsulation solution would be failure survivable for single even multiple failures. After IGP and PIM convergence, a new tree would be built automatically via multicast routing protocol. Once the next node starts to receive multicast packets from a group, it will drop all encapsulated IP packets for that group afterwards. After failure repair, IGP and PIM will automatically converge to the original multicast tree.
How can we guarantee that the unicast packets and multicast packets to the same next router are traveling along failure disjoint paths? We observed that: (1) Both multicast tree and unicast paths are built based on IGP link weights; (2) The multicast tree and unicast paths relate to the link weights differently. Multicast packets travel along the shortest path from destination to source while unicast packets travel along the shortest path from source to destination; (3) According to IGP/OSPF specification, the network administrator could set a bi-directional link with two different weights, i.e., one for each direction. Fig. 1 shows a simple example network. The weights are associated with the router interfaces so we can represent the weights for uni-directional links clearly. In Fig. 1 , large dot means high weight and small dot means low weight for the links pointing outwards from the interface. It is easy to verify that the solid arrows form the multicast tree. Each directional link on the multicast tree is failure disjoint from its unicast shortest path between the two end nodes. For example, for link C-E, the shortest unicast path from C to E is C-B-A-D-E. Since link C-E and the unicast path C-B-A-D-E are failure disjoint, upon link C-E failure, the unicast shortest path between C and E is not affected by the failure, so the router C will encapsulate the multicast packets with IP address destined to router E and the encapsulated IP unicast packets will travel along the path (C-B-A-D-E) to reach downstream node E during the network convergence. Similarly if link C-G fails, router C will encapsulate the undelivered multicast packets with IP address destined to router G and the encapsulated IP unicast packets will travel along path C-B-A-F-G. A more complex example of the algorithm was shown in [26] . A formal description of the above mentioned link weight setting algorithm was proposed for a different application in paper [27] . The interested readers could find the correctness proof in [27] . The algorithm guarantees that the unicast path and multicast path are failure disjoint between any two routers, and furthermore there is no traffic overlap (IP encapsulated packets and multicast traffic travel on the same link along the same direction) for any single link failure under IP encapsulation restoration. Combining our IP encapsulation restoration scheme and the weight-setting algorithm, we are able to provide relatively high service availability to destination consumers since packet loss due to single link failure is avoided.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To validate the feasibility and to evaluate the performance of our proposed restoration scheme, we implemented it in the XORP router. The XORP router already supports the routing protocols OSPF and PIM-SM, which we take as basis for further implementation. To support the IP encapsulation restoration scheme, the routers need to support two new functions:
• Upon detecting a failure, the failure upstream node in the multicast tree encapsulates the undelivered multicast packets into unicast packets and sends them to the next hop node of failure on the existing multicast tree via unicast forwarding.
• Upon receiving an encapsulated unicast packet, the failure downstream node in the multicast tree de-capsulates the unicast packets and continue forwards the encapsulated multicast packets along the multicast tree.
To implement these two functions, we first look at the register message in PIM-SM protocol. As we know, the register message is a unicast message used by the Designated Router (DR) for a multicast source to send the multicast data packets to the Rendezvous Point (RP) via the unicast path. Thus the DR has to support IP unicast encapsulation of multicast packets and directly route the encapsulated packets to a specific router, i.e., the RP. This is exactly what we need for the first function. The RP has to support de-capsulation of encapsulated packets and forward them downstream along the multicast tree. This is exactly what we need for the second function. Since all routers are candidates for both DR and RP, we can reuse those existing modules of PIM-SM to support the proposed IP unicast encapsulation restoration with minor modifications. First we allow a register message to traverse between all multicast routers even if they are not DR for a data source or a RP for a group. In case of a failure, the failure upstream node acts like a "DR", which encapsulates the undelivered multicast packets in Register messages, and sends them to the next hop node of the failure along the multicast tree; while the failure downstream node acts like a "RP", which de-capsulates the received messages and forwards them downstream of the multicast tree. The failure downstream node would drop the encapsulated message only after it is receiving the normal multicast packets for the same group.
To ensure that the "DR" always can reach the temporary RP the router needs not only the multicast tree outgoing interfaces, but also the next hop loopback address. This address is used for the destination of the unicast packet to deliver the multicast packets. This address can be distributed as a new attribute inside the PIM-Hello message, which is exchanged between PIM-SM neighbor routers.
How to stop the IP encapsulation process? In PIM-SM, we know that "the DR must stop encapsulating data packets in Registers when (and so long as) it receives Register-Stop messages from the RP. The RP triggers Register-Stop messages in response to Registers, if the RP has no downstream receivers for the group (or for that particular source), or if the RP has already joined the (S,G) tree and is receiving the data packets natively."
We reuse the Register-Stop message to stop the IP encapsulation. Thus the failure downstream node triggers the stop message to the failure upstream node if (1) it has no downstream receivers for the group, or (2) it is receiving the multicast packet from the new multicast tree. The failure upstream node stops multicast packet encapsulation after (1) it receives the stop message from the failure downstream node, or (2) the failed outgoing interface timer times out.
V. EVALUATION
To evaluate the correctness of our implementation and the performance of our proposed scheme, we chose the NSFNET backbone network [28] as one example and set it up in the Emulab testbed. The network topology is shown in Fig. 2 . For all links we set the bandwidth to 50 Mbps. The network includes six multicast routers, one multicast receiver and one media source. The link weights are configured according to the algorithm, which was described in Section III. The multicast tree from the media source is as follows: (1) Boulder → Urbana → San Diego and (2) Boulder → Urbana → Pittsburgh → Princeton → Ithaca. We use Iperf [29] to generate the multicast traffic in our experiments. In all experiments, a failure is achieved by breaking the direct link between the router Boulder and router Urbana at time 9 s.
The failure cycle events are summarized in following: 1) Router Boulder detects the link failure of Boulder to Urbana through a lower layer indication such as SONET or Ethernet alarms with targeting of a few milliseconds. 2) Router Boulder cannot deliver multicast packets down to Urbana before protocol reconvergence. Then Boulder encapsulates all undelivered multicast packets using unicast forwarding with destination to Urbana and forwarded them to the router Urbana via unicast, which would be Boulder → SanDiego → Urbana. 3) After receiving the encapsulated packets, the router Urbana de-capsulates them into multicast packets and forwards them along the existing multicast tree. 4) The routers will converge to a new multicast tree and the multicast traffic is forwarded along the new multicast tree. After receiving multicast packets from the new multicast tree for the same group, the router Urbana sends an encapsulation stop message to Boulder and the encapsulation is stopped. 5) After restoration of the link, the routers will converge to the original multicast tree and traffic will be switched back to the original multicast path using make-beforebreak. To evaluate our idea we compare the throughputs in case of a link failure with and without our approach. Fig. 3 shows the throughputs of a UDP multicast stream without IP encapsulation restoration and Fig. 4 with the approach. All streams in the experiments have a throughput of 8 Mbps. We also change the OSPF hello interval and OSPF router dead interval, because the intervals highly impact the throughput outage. The used intervals are shown in the subtitle of each figure. As Fig. 3 shows, without our approach the throughput outage highly depends on the hello interval and the router dead interval. With our approach the outage is independent from these intervals. This is because our proposed approach relies on physical layer failure detection and IP unicast encapsulation for all undelivered multicast packets. Since the unicast path and multicast path are failure disjoint between any two routers, our proposed approach is able to recover all undelivered packets otherwise all packets will be dropped during protocol convergence. The hello interval and the router dead interval decide the protocol convergence time. Using our proposed scheme, service providers can set those timers as conservative as they want without worrying about the protocol convergence time anymore.
In Fig. 4 , we observed two throughput outages. They are related to following events: 1) At time 9 s where the link breaks and the failure is detected the multicast packets are encapsulated. 2) After protocol convergence, the traffic needs to switch from encapsulation path to the new multicast tree.
In these experiments, we did not apply any higher layer packet loss concealment and recovery protocols. In real IP network multimedia services, it is common to use player lossconcealment algorithms, recovery through retransmissions, and/or packet-level redundancy mechanisms such as Forward Error Control (FEC) to recover from such small throughput outages (< 50 ms) with little or no perceived video quality disruption.
In addition to the throughput measurement, we also evaluate the jitter in the experiments. The results show that there are no perceivable differences without and with IP encapsulation restoration.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a simple fast rerouting method for IP multicast in managed IPTV networks. The basic idea is to tune IP backbone link weights such that the multicast traffic and unicast traffic do not traverse the same path between two nodes. We use an algorithm to assign link weights such that the multicast forwarding paths and unicast forwarding paths between two nodes will be failure disjoint. Then, we propose to use IP unicast encapsulation to deliver the undelivered multicast packets to the next hop router on the multicast tree upon link failure. Our proposal simplifies multimedia IP network configuration and operation significantly compared with MPLS fast route approach. Although the asymmetric link weights setting is uncommon in current commercial IP backbones, new services would encourage more investigations. Our work and proposal is a first step in this direction. Our prototype and evaluation show that the implementation changes to the existing PIM routing protocol is very small and the benefits of reducing packet loss are significant. Also our scheme is independent on the protocol timers, which avoids any other network operation headaches, such as route flipping.
